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FINDING YOUR SELF, LIVING YOUR VISION

Navigating Your Lifepath
WITH

Carla Woody
Author of Standing Stark and Calling Our Spirits Home

Eight Days That Will Change Your Life:
October 13-16 & November 3-6, 2011

IN
Arnaudville, Louisiana

(Near Lafayette)

Rediscover your future, committed to an authentic life with
expanded possibilities.  Take a transformative journey from your
core self to the larger world of a visionary, directed lifepath.

♦ Live your spiritual values more deeply.
♦ Discover the power of intent.
♦ Integrate sacredness into every day.
♦ Magnify your talents and skills.

♦ Develop relationships that feed your soul.
♦ Create balance in your life.
♦ Make conscious decisions to keep focused.
♦ Move beyond fear and blocks.

First we go inside…Using proven methods of NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) merged with practical
spirituality, the first four days focus on going inside for alignment: exploring values in various aspects of life, core
energy, life beliefs and determining outcomes.  Through this process you’ll create clarity and a solid foundation.

…And then we go outside. During the next four days, we are devoted toward going outside: to pave the
way in relationship to others, lifework, resources and the larger world.  We go inside deeply to come
outside freely and authentically.

The LIFEPATH teachings of this program are drawn from Carla’s own experiences and over 20 years of intensive
work with individuals and groups toward spiritual emergence and whole health. This workshop is about embodiment
and the deeper meaning of sustainability. It will be for those who feel drawn to take on the mantle of Spirit Keeper
in whatever way, large or small, to positively impact their own lives and that of family, community or larger world.

Tuition: $995 by September 13. After September 13 : $1095. Manual and Carla’s books included in tuition. Private
sessions with Carla available. Credit cards through Pay Pal. A percentage of proceeds will go to Kenosis Spirit
Keepers, a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, to support preservation of Native wisdom traditions.

Location: Steeple View Gallery, 149 Fuselier Street, Arnaudville, Louisiana (near Lafayette).

For registration call 928-778-1058, email info@kenosis.net and visit www.kenosis.net.

Carla Woody founded Kenosis in 1999 to serve human potential and direct the vision, “one
tribe, one world.” Through a long history of successes, she developed her own unique
merging of NLP, conflict mediation, subtle energy work and world spiritual traditions.  She
leads retreats internationally and regularly sponsors spiritual travel programs to Peru, Mexico
and France. Carla has long-standing relationships with Peruvian mystic Don Américo Yábar
and Q’ero shamans, as well as Hopi and Maya Spirit Keepers. These influences inform her
daily life and work. In 2007, she established Kenosis Spirit Keepers, a nonprofit organization,
which seeks to honor and preserve Indigenous wisdom traditions. Kenosis programs offer
ways to live authentically and be a role model—a powerful way of waging peace.
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Who should attend?
Navigating Your Lifepath has long-standing success and is designed for anyone wanting to make a significant
positive impact.  It is intended for people ready to explore their core values more deeply and to enhance their ability
to make a difference ⎯ first for themselves and then in the wider world.

Special Benefits You’ll Take Home
• Create clear direction.
• Develop new ways to effectively implement your dream.
• Live a balanced, richer life based on your deeply held values.
• Uncover the unconscious belief system that has historically driven your thoughts and actions.
• Enhance your strengths, identify blockages and move through limitations.
• Deepen relationships and develop community.
• Become a congruent role model for visionary leadership and service.
• Embody the ways of living inherent in Indigenous traditions.
• Live through your core self and naturally, positively affect others.

Cancellation Policy: Up to 14 days prior to the start of the program, full refund. After 14 days, your tuition may be
applied to any Kenosis program within two years.

Professional Development: Check with your tax accountant about deducting the cost of this program as a
professional development expense in accordance with IRS guidelines.

What people are saying about this work…
…At the beginning of the seminar…I was in intense lack…I am now writing you from my office in the south of
France and living the life I used to dream about. Most importantly, I have a deep love and appreciation for the same
people and places that I formerly had associated with pain. I have the very powerful knowledge now that our lives
are lived from the inside out. Carla showed me that…I am fully confident that if you make the commitment to her
practice, Carla Woody will bring you through to a fuller and brighter life. Life is magic, all that we dream it could be.
We just need someone brave enough and strong enough to guide us to a place where we can see it for ourselves.

- Jill Mitchell
    Venelles, France

My day-to-day life is so different since I took the Navigating Your Lifepath course. I am only realizing the full amount
of the benefit as time passes. Just what I need, as I need it, continues to step right into my path. I feel like I am
growing in leaps and bounds… - Debbie Alger
   Phoenix, AZ

Navigating Your Lifepath moved me from point A to point B, which is a much better place!
- Michael James

    Prescott, AZ

I got a lot from the Navigating Your Lifepath course and encourage all to take it in one's quest for change…I am still
reading and learning from the materials we worked on in class. - Sue Countiss
    Henderson, NV

Six months ago I was at a very low point…What I needed was assistance, instruction and knowledge…through the
Navigating Your Lifepath course…What I learned helped me to move through some blockages which created a firm
foundation from which to move forward. I now have a clearer sense of self as well as new tools, skills and renewed
confidence to walk my path with joy and purpose… - Leesa Page

  Wickenburg, AZ

For more testimonials on this coursework, spiritual travel programs and private consultation, see: www.kenosis.net/testimonials.htm .


